
Gilbane Building Company 

One key benefit of 
selecting our team is 
our lessons learned and 
value add database 
that includes over 325 
of higher education 
and research teaching 
lab project entries 
that consists of key 
professionals (estimators, 
purchasing, operations, 
project managers, 
superintendent) that 
are held to standards 
and responsibilities to 
maintain their status, 
including attendance 
at industry functions 
related to their area of 
expertise and keeping 
up with the latest 
trends through industry 
publications and classes.  
These lessons are 
straight from the field 
personnel sharing their 
knowledge.

6 Program – Sometimes the project stakeholders will approve program 
and budget and may miss the users goals. Find out if the users have 
had input into the design. It may give insight into pending change 
orders and owner satisfaction.

2 Mockups  – Working with MEP trade contractors to create a chase 
mockup for all vertical pipe chases feeding the lab casework fixtures 
saves time and rework.

3 Flashing and Waterproofing – Ensure review of the sealing of corner 
flashing both horizontally and vertically, especially in corners, inside 
and out.

4 HVAC – An excellent understanding of the HVAC system and 
controls is critical. Kickoff meeting on final product expectations and 
commissioning process is recommended.

5 Safety – Get everyone involved by implementing a monthly safety 
award for the person with the most corrections/observations.

1 Fume Hood and Lab Islands – The handling of acids used in geology 
labs are of particular concern to ensure proper exhaust and disposal. 
Having fume hoods and lab islands with MEP fixtures and chases 
designed to route the fixtures from floor to floor with casework 
models accurately showing sizes but not all the chase locations, is a 
major issue. By having the casework trades come and look at the BIM 
model before the layout is complete is a great problem solver.

7 Standard Equipment or Vendor Systems – Check with campus 
maintenance if they have standard equipment or vendor systems. 
Have them produce a list for review by the Architect/Engineer.

8 Campus Maintenance – Inform campus maintenance department of 
systems and key installations that may be buried or complex.

9 Owner Furnished Equipment – If contractor installed, it can be 
problematic. However with smooth delivery, installation and 
connections is resolved with logical sequencing and trade contractor 
coordination.

10 Communication and BIM – BIM is a great way to locate and resolve 
system clashes, such as central utilities on campuses. Communication 
with the field supervisors and having them responsible for field 
installation by involving each trade contractor into the BIM 
coordination process by participating in regular scheduled BIM 
meetings.

Whether a science teaching lab/classroom, higher education or other institutional 
organization, research teaching lab projects come in a variety of forms. Our team has 
managed these projects all over the country and our clients will benefit greatly from this 
experience. Our team will leverage our lessons learned from a wide variety of projects to 
implement the best practices in lab/classroom construction. This is a standard sharing 
practice and the lessons learned implementation is a formal process that occurs during the 
preconstruction stage of construction.

LESSONS LEARNED
One of our key differentiators in resolving conflict resolution is understanding our lessons learned from previous 
projects and sharing this information among our team members.  The below list highlights 10 of our lessons learned 
on higher education science and laboratory buildings.
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One key benefit of 
selecting Gilbane is 
our lessons learned 
and value add 
database that 
includes 341 of 
higher education 
and library project 
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and classes. 

Below are our Top 10 lessons learned from Gilbane’s Library Portfolio:

1 Program – Sometimes the project stakeholders will approve program 
and budget and may miss the users goals. Find out if the users have 
had input into the design. It may give insight into pending change 
orders and owner satisfaction.

2 Library book storage requires extremely tight controls of 
moisture and humidity – A tight vapor barrier is critical.

3 Flashing and Waterproofing – Ensure review of the sealing of 
corner flashing both horizontally and vertically, especially in 
corners, inside and out.

4 HVAC – An excellent understanding of the HVAC system and 
controls is critical. Kickoff meeting on final product expectations 
and commissioning process is recommended.

5 Shadows – Review lighting system layout with book stack 
locations and watch for shadows. Prepare a mock up.

6 Equipment – Pre–purchased equipment and materials where 
long lead items have the potential of delaying a project.

7 Standard Equipment or Vendor Systems – Check with campus 
maintenance if they have standard equipment or vendor 
systems. Have them produce a list for review by the Architect/
Engineer.

8 Campus Maintenance – Inform campus maintenance 
department of systems and key installations that may be buried 
or complex.

9 Technology and Software – Libraries have their own software 
needs, coordination of millwork is essential.

10 LEED Monthly Reporting – To avoid falling short of a 
certification, include specification and/or contractual language 
requiring a monthly report submittal from the general 
contractor documenting current and upcoming LEED efforts. 
This should include the latest calculations and updates to the 
USGBC online templates, and also a narrative description and 
pictures of efforts in place to achieve Construction Credits.

Whether a library, higher education or K–12 client or other institutional organization, 
library projects come in a variety of forms. Gilbane has managed these projects all over the 

country and our clients will benefit greatly from this experience. Our team will leverage 
our lessons learned from a wide variety of projects, both locally and from across the 

country, to implement the best practices in library construction. This is a standard sharing 
practice at Gilbane Building Company and the lessons learned implementation is a formal 

process that will occur during the preconstruction stage of construction.

LESSONS LEARNED


